
Building a Successful Creative Start-up 



•A brief introduction about my business

•My story

•Tips on how to grow your creative idea into something 

bigger























You don’t have to know very much about business to 
start one and turn it into a success
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Define what success means to you
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It’s usually best not to start a business 
straight out of education 
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If you are thinking of starting a business, make sure you 
can run a small version of your business in your spare 

time (as well as working hard in your full time job)
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Check your pricing
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Be creative...and not only with your offering, also with 
your approach
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You need to find more of a ‘gap’ than just your own 
creative style.
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Think about your customer first, and then create the business 
around what they want, not the other way around
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Trust your gut.  Don’t be talked into doing things for sensible 
reasons which don’t feel right.
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Don’t expect to be spoon fed.  Don’t begrudge spending your 
own time improving your skills yourself.
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Look after yourself.
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When you can, help other people.
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Small, slow steps are still worth taking.  They can still get you 
where you want to go.
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Get nominated for business awards – you just might win them 
(they love creative businesses) and the PR is great for your 

business.
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At some point, you have to take a risk to succeed and get out 
of your comfort zone.
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Hardly ever trust the “expert consultants” that offer you their 
services as your business grows.
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Remember you can do anything if you want to enough. There 
is always a way – just try a different approach.
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Think around the subject and keep injecting new ideas into 
what you do – not just new creative products but new creative 

ways in which to offer them.
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It is the little things that can send you over the edge. Build a 
good support network. Help each other – share tips with each 

other.
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Talk to people – all kinds of people – everywhere you go. 
Listen and really engage with them. Make bridges.  Make 

connections.  Keep smiling.
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